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Three family treasures were passed on to me following the death of Grandma Hendee (Jennie Florence Seitz 
Hendee).  They are wonderful little frames (cases) from the Seitz line, measuring 3" x 2½".   Folded up, they are 
the same on the front and the back, the fronts shown just above.   
 
The one on the left contains just George Washington Seitz, Jennie's father and my great grandfather, with 
decorated velvet on the opposite side.  The middle one, with the gold circle, has both George Washington Seitz 
and his wife, Mary Elizabeth Larimer Seitz, Jennie's mother and my great grandmother.  The one holding just 
George is identified as such on the back of the photo. 

 
l to r.:  George Washington Seitz;  George Washington and Mary Elizabeth Larimer Seitz;  unknown Seitz child (possibly Jennie 

Florence Seitz Hendee)         standing up 

 
 
Estimating these around the mid-1860s would make them 153 years old at this writing.  Mary and George 
would be pleased that they are still remembered and honored!  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

same, laying flat      Note the two different designs on the velvet.  

 
The photos are undated.  George and Mary were married on January 19, 1865.  Perhaps this is their wedding 
photo.  George was pretty dressed up, though Mary's dress seems a bit somber for a wedding dress.  Also, if the 
pictures of the two of them were taken at the same time as that of the child, then they would be a bit older.   At 
any rate, they were likely married when the photos were taken, so we can assume they date during or soon after 
1865.  At the time of their wedding, George was 23 and Mary 21.   
 
Now to the third photo, an unidentified 
child...  These photos belong together, so 
this is almost certainly a Seitz child.  The 
most logical identification would be that it 
is my grandmother, Jennie Florence Seitz 
Hendee.   The little hat indicates a girl, and 
Jennie was the only girl born to this 
couple.  (The others were Allison Lester, 
Roy Ernest, and Enoch Beery {E.B.}).  
Jennie was also born first, so may have 
been the only one included in this family 
photo shoot.  Jennie was born on April 9, 
1866, a year to the day after the Civil War 
ended.  Also, the picture and frame were 
in her possession, another clue. I knew 
Grandma Hendee, being 17 when she died 
on April 23, 1962 at age 96.     possibly Jennie Florence Seitz Hendee----just surmising  
 

 



 

 

These close-up pictures better bring out the details, 
especially the one to the left showing George's 
fancy outfit! 

George was a fifer in the Civil War. He mustered 
out prior to the end of the war and his marriage to 
Mary.  

Information on George in a previous story reads, 
"George Seitz Private (fifer) Reg. 159 Ohio,  Co. F.   
National Guard Infantry   Served from May 2 to 
Aug. 23 1864 (112 days)   Enrolled and mustered 
out at Janesville Ohio.  Home near Bremen, 
Fairfield Co. Ohio.  P.O. North Berne (Berne 
Station)  Copied from record at State House, 
Lincoln Nebraska in 1919" --transcribed from 
Jennie's records 

 

 

 

 



Let's learn a little about the history of these types of frames, also known as cases.  From online:  "The image’s case can 
tell part of the story. These cherished early photographs were usually placed in hinged wooden cases, covered with 
embossed leather, and lined with silk or velvet facing the picture.  By 1852, an early resin-based thermoplastic case, 
which was called a Union case, was used.  Case manufacturing became a booming industry itself with various 
manufacturers producing beautifully molded case designs, based on the works of Old World Masters to contemporary 
artists, prints, and other works of art.  These cases can be just as collectible as the images they contain."  How fun to have 
these small treasures surviving in our family!  And, wouldn’t it be fun to know what ours were modeled after, though I 
could not find such information.  Modern-day replicas are being made.  

And, now to some history about the photos of that century…     I have never known anything about the different types of 
old photos, so am learning as I write this story.  It seems these are likely ambrotypes, based on the timeframe, but 
someone more knowledge might say otherwise.     

"Looking at images from our vantage point in the 21st century, we can note with fascination how average people in the 
second half of the 19th century actually looked and dressed.  Before the development of photography, we could typically 
only observe the past in painted portraits, which depicted mostly upper middle-class and wealthy members of the 
populace. 

"Daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, and tintypes were the first three early photographic processes to gain widespread 
popularity. Developed in the mid-to-late 19th century, each successive technique improved upon the others in availability, 
affordability, and processing speed.  Despite these improvements, each process produced a unique, one-of-a-kind image–
the only one!" 

Daguerreotypes 

The daguerreotype, the earliest of the three photographic processes, came into use in about 1839, invented by Louis-
Jacques-Mandé Daguerre.  Daguerreotypes cost around five dollars (about a week’s wages), so they were not affordable 
for the majority of the people.  To make a daguerreotype, the photographer exposed an image on a sensitized silver-plated 
sheet of copper. This resulted in a polished silver surface that produced a shimmery image when developed.  The exposure 
time took anywhere from a few minutes to as long as 20-30 minutes for very large images. For portraits, in order to keep 
the person or persons from moving, and thus blurring the picture, the photographer would place iron stands or arm rests 
behind the sitters to help keep them still.  If you look closely at these images, you can sometimes see the base of the 
stands behind the feet of the subject. You might also see a blur on the image from a wiggly kid or shaky, aged hands.  The 
daguerreotype image is almost always reversed left to right, unless a mirror was used inside the camera. That’s why the 
insignias on the soldier’s belt buckles are backwards! 

Ambrotypes   (from Ancient Greek: ἀμβροτός — “immortal” and τύπος — “impression”) 

Developed in 1851, the ambrotype took over the popularity of the daguerreotype and pretty much displaced it by 1860.  It 
was much cheaper to produce than a daguerreotype, could be made with a shorter exposure time, and you didn’t have to 
tilt the plate to see the image. The ambrotype made photography more affordable for middle and working class people.  
Ambrotypes were made on a glass plate coated with a wet, light-sensitive substance, which when developed and dried, 
produced a negative image. The negative then had to be mounted against a dark background or coated with a dark varnish 
to give the illusion of a positive. 

Tintypes 

The tintype was developed in 1853 using a similar technique to the ambrotype.  Called a collodion process, this technique 
requires the photographic material to be coated, exposed, and developed on site. The tintype image, however, was 
mounted against a thin sheet of black-enameled (or japanned) iron instead of glass.  Unlike earlier photographs, a tintype 
is unbreakable.  Interestingly, the term tintype is a misnomer. Because the iron they were mounted on was so thin, many 
assumed it must be tin, and the name stuck.  The entire tintype process was quick and cheap. Within a few minutes, the 
customer could take an image home with him at the cost of a penny or less at first.  By the 1940s, tintypes cost about 25 
cents. Almost everyone could afford tintype pictures of their loved ones.  Photography has come a long way from these 
first three techniques.  What will the future bring?  


